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Will China’s potential tariff lead 
to gains for US supply chain? 

us president Donald Trump’s threatened tariff of up to 45 per cent on goods from china may push more chinese businesses towards 
insolvency. already impounded by higher labour costs and stricter regulations, profit margins of chinese businesses are shrinking 
fast. > pg 2

Alibaba will use blockchain to fight China’s 
fake food battle > pg 4

Cross-border e-commerce is one of the 
fastest growth opportunities in retail  > pg 6
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Will China’s potential 
tariff lead to gains for 

US supply chain? 
us president Donald Trump’s threatened tariff of up to 45 per cent on goods from china may push more chinese businesses towards 
insolvency. already impounded by higher labour costs and stricter regulations, profit margins of chinese businesses are shrinking 
fast.

one example is huizhou Baizhan glass ltd. Three of the four furnaces at its dusty plant sit dormant, and the workforce making 
lampshades and vases for export to the us has been slashed from 1,000 a decade ago to just 150. These makers of clothes, toys 
and household goods fuel the $462.8bn annual flow of exports to the us but aren’t cash-rich, making it harder for them to take the 
tariff punch or pivot their operations towards other markets, such as southeast asia.

Mr Kevin lai, the hong Kong-based chief economist for asia at Daiwa capital Markets, estimated that a tax at the top end of Trump’s 
campaign proposal may trigger an 87 per cent decline in chinese exports to american consumers. china could retaliate with its own 
tariffs on american products, such as Boeing airplanes, iphones and soybeans, with more us businesses in china possibly facing 
tax or antitrust probes.

source: Eastwest Bank



source: office of the u.s. Trade representative

(As of early 2016)

US exports $116bn

US imports $462.8bn



Alibaba will use 
blockchain to fight 

China’s fake food battle 
counterfeit soy sauce, rice, and eggs are among the potentially deadly items found for sale in china. alibaba, the nation’s top 
e-commerce company, wants to fight back against counterfeit foods by using blockchain, the tech behind Bitcoin.

The e-commerce firm announced it is going to begin experimenting with blockchain to track genuine food products through the 
supply chain. The idea is that the vendors on alibaba’s Taobao and Tmall, marketplaces with a collective 443 million active shoppers, 
will be able to verify the authenticity of the item using this system, thereby squeezing out the dangerous fakes.

The blockchain system will be piloted in australia and new Zealand, two popular sources of food products for alibaba’s chinese 
customers. The blockchain system is increasingly being used in a number of other fraud detection areas by an array of tech companies 
and financial institutions. 



source: pricewaterhousecoopers



Cross-border e-commerce is 
one of the fastest growth 

opportunities in retail 
Dhl Express has published research highlighting the significant growth opportunity for retailers and manufacturers with an 
international online product offering. 

The report – The 21st century spice Trade: a guide to the cross-Border E-commerce opportunity – looks in detail at the markets 
and products that offer the highest growth potential, the motivations and preferences of customers making international online 
purchases and the success factors for online retailers that wish to expand overseas. it focuses in particular on the opportunity for 
premium products and service offerings, with higher basket values accounting for a significantly higher proportion of orders in cross-
border transactions.

The report reveals that cross-border e-commerce offers aggregate growth rates not available in most other retail markets: cross-
border retail volumes are predicted to increase at an annual average rate of 25 per cent between 2015 and 2020 (from us$300bn to 
us$900bn) – twice the pace of domestic e-commerce growth. 





Amazon’s Southeast Asian 
entry delayed 

amazon’s highly-anticipated launch in singapore – the first step of its plan to establish a presence in southeast asia’s e-commerce 
market – has experienced a setback, as the company announced that it was postponing entry to “later this year”.

amazon’s expansion into southeast asia is part of a larger push to gain market share in asia. The company has pumped us$3bn into 
e-commerce operations in india and has begun offering its popular prime package in china to compete with the alibaba machine.

it was initially reported the e-commerce giant was planning to launch its operations in singapore in the first quarter of 2017. Two 
sources have noted the schedule has been pushed back due to unknown reasons, according to Techcrunch. 

Net sales revenue of Amazon from 
2004 to 2016
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Mitsubishi, Nissan team up on 
logistics in Thailand

Mitsubishi Motors has begun operating a 
joint logistics channel with nissan Motor 
in Thailand and aims to take it global 
for groupwide cost savings, Mitsubishi 
Motors president osamu Masuko said in 
March 2017.

Mr Masuko was interviewed at a 
production launch ceremony for the 
new Mirage g4 compact car. nissan 
took a 34 per cent stake in Mitsubishi 
Motors last october, and the duo have 
planned to broaden cooperation on parts 
procurement and sharing plants.

Mitsubishi Motors, nissan and fellow 
alliance member renault, are also ranking 
plants in such areas as efficiency as they 
gear up to share production facilities. 
They will employ nissan’s approach of 
playing plants off against one another and 
producing vehicles at the most efficient 
ones.





Kazakhstan can be transit 
hub between Southeast Asia and Europe  

an agreement on a free trade zone between Vietnam and the Eurasian Economic union (EaEu) will increase the flow of goods 
between these countries, said Kazakh ambassador to Vietnam Beketzhan Zhumakhanov at a March meeting with Vietnamese 
companies.

Mr Zhumakhanov spoke about ways to increase the flow of goods between countries as part of the agreement and successfully 
testing delivery along the Kazakhstan-lianyungang port-port of ho chi Minh city route. The task of building effective transport and 
logistics chains between Europe and asia through Kazakhstan was set by Kazakh president nursultan nazarbayev as part of nurly 
Zhol, the new economic policy.

The transport corridor between Vietnam and EaEu has great prospects, said cat lai terminal representative Bui Van Quy.



source: Bnews.kz



Asia increasingly looking to 
China to drive regional growth 

with uncertainty over economic policy 
direction in the us, southeast asian 
economies appear less reliant on us 
monetary decisions, with analysts saying 
china’s influence is likely to keep growing 
in the region.

in March, a sign of the region’s greater 
financial independence came as most 
regional markets failed to follow a .25 
basis point rise in interests rates set by 
the us Federal reserve. however, china, 
hong Kong and singapore did raise 
interest rates.

london based analysts at capital 
Economics said for most emerging 
economies in asia, local factors rather 
than the actions of the us central bank, 
will determine interest rate policy.

Beijing’s growing influence has come as 
asian economies have stepped up trade 
with china, whose growing presence 
was highlighted after the us’s withdrawal 
earlier this year by us president Donald 
Trump from the 12 nation Trans pacific 
partnership (Tpp). The Tpp had been a key 
policy platform under former president 
Barack obama’s pivot to asia to extend 
us influence in the region.

Thai economist somphob Manarangsan 
said china’s one Belt one road’ policy to 
boost links with china’s growing economy 
will increase the momentum of regional 
economic integration.
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